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America's classic cookbook for parents of young childrenThe 30th anniversary edition of this
classic cookbook for parents of tots and toddlers contains some of the most popular recipes for
baby food, finger food, snacks and desserts ever published. Fully updated, this new edition
includes information on the newest Food Pyramid Guide, sample servings for young children,
organic baby food options, when to introduce new solids and which to try first, vegetarian baby
food options, handling and storing baby food, safe uses of microwaves, the latest equipment for
making baby food at home, foods likely to cause allergies and how long to delay introduction of
these foods.More than just a cookbook, Feed Me I'm Yours provides time-saving, trouble-saving,
and money-saving tips. It also contains entertaining "edible craft" activities for celebrating
birthdays, the seasons and major holidays.

About the AuthorBruce Lansky is the #1 name in baby names. His name books have sold over 8
million copies. His name books include: 100,000+ Baby Names, Five Star Baby Name Advisor,
The New Baby Name Survey, and Baby Names Around the World. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.Review“A must for every mother.” —Midwest Parentcraft
Center“Chock full of ideas to make nutritious food irresistible to the playpen and fingerpaint set.”
—St. Paul Pioneer Press“Your children will love Vicki Lansky because she gives them
permission to play with their food by doing ‘edible crafts.’” —Parenthood.com“One of the top 10
childcare books.” —McCalls“If you have young children and you don’t use Vicki Lansky’s books
as a reference, you are working too hard.” —West Set Gazette --This text refers to the paperback
edition.
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First Edition Copyright © 1974 by Vicki Lansky and Jill Jacobson, Stephanie Keane, Norine
Larson, Mary Popehn, Lois ParkerRevised Edition Copyright © 1986, 1994, 2004, 2013 by Vicki
Lansky and Jill Jacobson, Stephanie Keane, Norine Larson, Mary Popehn, Lois ParkerHachette
Book Group supports the right to free expression and the value of copyright. The purpose of
copyright is to encourage writers and artists to produce the creative works that enrich our
culture.The scanning, uploading, and distribution of this book without permission is a theft of the
author’s intellectual property. If you would like permission to use material from the book (other
than for review purposes), please contact permissions@hbgusa.com. Thank you for your
support of the author’s rights.Da Capo PressHachette Book Group1290 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10104@DaCapoPressThis book was first written in 1974 by six
mothers, all members of the Childbirth Education Association of Minneapolis–St. Paul, which is
now the headquarters of the International Childbirth Education Association (ICEA). ICEA is a
nonprofit organization that prepares expectant parents for a rewarding childbirth experience.First
Edition: October 1974Current Revised Edition: August 2013Published by Da Capo Lifelong
Books, an imprint of Perseus Books, LLC, a subsidiary of Hachette Book Group, Inc. The Da
Capo Lifelong name and logo are trademarks of the Hachette Book Group.The publisher is not
responsible for websites (or their content) that are not owned by the publisher.Cover design by
Nancy Tuminelly and Tamara PetersonLibrary of Congress cataloging information is on
file.E3-20180223-JV-PCDedicationTo parents everywhere,from those of us who’ve been there
andwish we knew then what we know now.In the beginning, you’ll be choosing between
breastfeeding and formula. The field of food choices widens significantly by the time your child is
six months old, and for the next few years the responsibility for your child’s food selection is
mainly yours.With this recipe book, we’ve tried to help you with that selection. Our recipes and
ideas have been collected for their nutrition, convenience, and fun. We hope this book will ease
your task of meal preparation and help you enjoy your infant, toddler, or preschooler.Vicki
Lanskyand Jill JacobsonStephanie KeaneNorine LarsonMary PopehnLois ParkerThirty Years
Later…In 1974 I was a young mother at home in suburban Minneapolis with two small children,
ages one and three. I had majored in art history in college and worked as a sportswear buyer in
New York City before getting married and starting a family. I had no experience with writing and
publishing. But then I had an idea for a small cookbook that could be a fundraiser for a local
childbirth education group. With input from five other mothers in a total of two group meetings
(with at least half a dozen children in tow at each meeting), I created a cookbook for new
mothers. The only title ever suggested—Feed Me! I’m Yours—was casually thrown out at one of
those meetings. As they say, the rest is history.The first hand-typed, hand-collated edition of
Feed Me! I’m Yours, with a black-and-white photo of my baby girl on its cover, was published in
November 1974. The food editor of the Minneapolis paper gave us a wonderful review in the
Sunday edition that Thanksgiving weekend, and we were flooded with orders. A few weeks later



I remarked that many people were reordering additional copies. Suddenly my husband’s ears
perked up. He realized that reorders were a different breed of sales from initial orders. My
evening project took on new interest to him. Within a few months we formed Meadowbrook
Press (because we lived on Meadowbrook Lane), learned about typesetting and printing
estimates, and became the publishers of Feed Me! I’m Yours.Over the next year we learned how
to publicize and market this new “infant” we had produced. My husband convinced local media
to interview me and local bookstores to buy the book. I went on TV talk shows to demonstrate
how easy it was to make baby food from scratch, taking time from madly invoicing and delivering
copies of the book to those bookstores. We learned how to sell copies beyond Minneapolis. One
successful strategy was our “relative marketing plan.” We went to bookstores in markets where
our relatives lived so we could afford to stay while we publicized the book.Whatever we did
seemed to work. We seemed to be in the right place at the right time. Commercial baby food was
under attack, and I represented mothers who wanted alternatives that were easy and practical.
We were forced to prove ourselves market by market, which we did. Today, family topic TV is
dominated by a handful of syndicated shows. This was not the case in the late seventies. Major
cities had local talk shows that wanted the type of information I offered. To reach them, I was
forced to travel.After we had sold over a hundred thousand copies of Feed Me! from our house,
Bantam Books offered to publish a mass-market paperback edition while we continued to
publish the spiral-bound edition. With Bantam’s credibility behind us, we were able to set up my
appearance on The Phil Donahue Show (then broadcast out of Chicago), which boosted sales
tremendously. Counting both editions, more than three million copies have been sold to date.I’m
proud that Feed Me! I’m Yours remains a valuable resource for parents. I have updated this new
edition to make sure you benefit from current information, but it’s still basically the same book
that has served so many parents over the years. It had become a classic baby food cookbook
and one of the Horatio Alger stories in the publishing community. It was my first book, and I
thought my last. I was wrong. Another twenty-four parenting books followed, plus five household
hints books. (I graduated from writing parenting tips to writing household tips in 1988, thanks to
Family Circle magazine.) No one has been more amazed than I.My two children, now in their
thirties, have had the good grace to turn out well—for which I am grateful—for there are no
guarantees in this unique business of raising children. Not only have they helped my credibility,
they have been a remarkable gift. They are my credentials, my graduate degree, as well as my
pride and joy. They have even developed good eating habits, which I will not presume to take all
the credit for—only some of it.Now I’m a grandmother, and it’s a joy to watch my children take
pride in passing on good eating habits to the next generation.Vicki LanskyFall
2004ContentsIntroductionChapter One: Baby FoodHomemade versus Store-BoughtHomemade
Baby FoodTools of the TradeBaby’s CerealsBaby’s FruitsBaby’s VegetablesBaby’s
MeatsChapter Two: Finger FoodsFinger Foods for Babies Six to Nine Months OldFinger Foods
for Babies Ten Months to One Year OldFinger Foods for Babies One Year and OlderFor the
Determined Self-FeederTeethingSome Pass-Along IdeasChapter Three: Toddler



MealsLunchDinnerVeggiesQuick DessertsBeveragesChapter Four: SnacksChapter Five: Pizza
for Breakfast?EggsBreakfast Fruit CombinationsFrom the GriddleCerealsBreakfast
CookiesQuick BreadsBreadChapter Six: Seasonal RecipesSummerFallWinterSpringChapter
Seven: So You’re Having a Birthday Party!Year OneYear TwoYear ThreeYear FourYear
FivePreschool GamesChapter Eight: Kitchen CraftsDoughs, Clays, and PastesFinger
PaintsPrintingPaper Product ParaphernaliaMiscellaneous FunHow Does Your Garden Grow?
Chapter Nine: Parent PotpourriBusy Little People Make SpotsParent on DutyFirst-Aid
TipsFeeding Guidelines When Your Child Is IllPoisons: A Very Real DangerAppendix I: Weights
and MeasuresAppendix II: Organic Baby FoodIntroductionWelcome to the world of the
“haves” (people who have children, that is) and those umpteen new responsibilities, joys,
anxieties, precious moments, and sleepless nights.With your first child comes a new and
demanding role: nurturing a totally dependent person. What you feed your child helps determine
his or her mental and physical health. No one food contains all the nutrients we need, in the
amounts we need, so we must opt for a variety of foods representing the different food groups,
including:• Grains (including breads, cereals, pasta, and rice)• Vegetables• Fruits• Calcium-rich
foods (including milk, cheese, and yogurt)• Protein foods (including fish, poultry, eggs, dry
beans, and nuts)Fats and sweets are not actually a food group. (They come “with” servings from
other food groups.)U.S. Department of Agriculture Center for Nutrition Policy and Promotion,
January 2000 Program Aid 1651, USDA is an equal opportunity provider and employer.Below
are sample servings for a four-to-six-year-old. Two-to three-year-olds should be offered smaller
serving sizes, except for milk.• Grain group: 1 slice of bread; ½ cup of cooked rice or pasta; ½
cup of cooked cereal; 1 ounce of ready-to-eat cereal• Vegetable group: ½ cup of chopped raw
(or cooked) vegetables; 1 cup of raw leafy vegetables• Fruit group: 1 piece of fruit or melon
wedge; 3/4 cup of juice; ½ cup of canned fruit; ¼ cup of dried fruit• Calcium group: 1 cup of milk
or yogurt; 2 ounces of cheese• Protein group: 2–3 ounces of cooked lean meat, poultry, or fish;
(½ cup cooked dry beans or 1 egg counts as 1 ounce of lean meat; 2 tablespoons of peanut
butter count as 1 ounce of meat.)We are aware of the need to limit large amounts of fats and
sweets in a child’s diet, but remember that fats are necessary for early growth and
development.A good diet is low in refined carbohydrates and sugars. Natural carbohydrates and
sugars appear in fruits, flours, cereal, and vegetables. If your child’s diet is varied and the
quantity intakes are appropriate, your child’s body will get what it needs.Americans are often
overfed but undernourished. The American diet contains far more calories than the body needs.
The empty calories in foods made primarily of refined sugars squeeze the nutritious foods out of
a more healthful diet. And even when we think we’re watching our sugar intake, many of the
grocery products we buy contain hidden sugars. Beware of what goes into those nice, consumer-
oriented packages; read the labels of foods you buy. Let sugar be part of your family’s balanced
diet, but not a major part.Nurturing includes providing a balanced and varied diet for your child,
not determining the quantities that should be eaten. Children’s appetites change with their
growth patterns. Each child’s metabolism is different, with its own food requirements. Children



come in many sizes and shapes. There are times when they have more body fat than at other
times. This is normal. Your child will eat as much as his or her system demands at any time if you
provide enough varied food at appropriate intervals. Only when your children are old enough to
buy junk food must you take care that nutritious foods aren’t pushed out of their diets.Your
attitude toward food can encourage your child to develop a healthy attitude and lifelong good
habits. In fact, your attitude is the key to feeding this new child of yours.Be flexible. Respect
strong food dislikes.And remember, love is not equal to theamount of food your child
eats.Chapter OneBaby FoodEconomy, increased nutritional awareness, and concerns about
processed foods are some of the reasons why many parents are making their own baby food.
Others are discovering that making baby food at home is much simpler and less time consuming
than they’d imagined. It can be gratifying to provide your infant with meals that save money (up
to 50 percent), are free of additives and fillers, and are as fresh and nutritious as the foods you
serve the rest of your family.Homemade versus Store-BoughtYou don’t have to be a purist to
make your own baby food. You might be using some commercial baby foods, so when you
purchase those little jars, read the labels carefully. Stay with the basic fruits, vegetables, and
strained meats. Avoid blends and dinners since you get fewer nutrients per serving than if you
combine single-ingredient jars. Avoid jars containing added sugar, salt, and modified starches.
Forget the baby desserts; babies don’t need them any more than we do.Baby food in jars is
preserved through the canning method. No preservatives are added. What is added is to help
the color and texture appeal for the adult buying it and feeding it to a baby.Stores have
responded to parents’ interest in organic baby food. In jars you can find brands such as Earth’s
Best, Healthy Times, and Organic Baby. Even Gerber has an organic line of baby foods called
Tender Harvest. Heinz has also added a brand called Nature’s Goodness. (See Appendix II for
more information.) Most of these are still made with added water and fillers, such as flour,
though the water may be filtered and the flour may be organic. Just because it’s organic doesn’t
mean you don’t have to read the label. Organic baby foods cost more, but if your baby likes them
better, then they’re probably worth it.You can store previously opened jars of commercial baby
food in the refrigerator for two or three days. Commercial baby food manufacturers do not
recommend using the container as a serving dish because the baby’s saliva on the spoon
contaminates the food in the jar and speeds up the spoiling process. Another reason to avoid
feeding a baby directly from the jar is the tendency to finish the jar and thus overfeed your baby.
Plus, by transferring baby food from its jar to a serving dish, you can check the product for any
foreign matter.Homemade Baby FoodThe most commonly recommended first food is baby
instant rice cereal. It’s rarely allergenic and should be iron-fortified. If you’re nervous about
making your own baby food, start with some of the many soft or puréed grocery-store foods
available to you down the other aisles. These include unsweetened applesauce, canned
pumpkin, banana (the riper it is, the more digestible it is), Cream of Rice cereal, and after about
ten months, plain yogurt and cottage cheese (which may need a little extra mashing). A mashed
baked potato thinned with breast milk or formula is also a fine first food.When to StartDon’t be in



a hurry to start your baby on solid foods. Milk (either breast milk or formula) provides all the
nutrients your baby needs for the first four to six months and continues to be very important
throughout the first year. Current guidelines suggest breastfeeding for at least one year. While
“breast is best,” the American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that babies on formula drink
an iron-fortified brand until they’re twelve months old. When solid foods are initially introduced at
four to six months, they supplement—but don’t replace—breast milk or formula.Microwaving
Bottles:Safety TipsDON’T microwave breast milk. Instead, thaw or warm it up by running
lukewarm water over the bottle or setting the bottle in a pan of warm water. Heating breast milk in
a microwave is believed to reduce its anti-infective properties.DON’T microwave formula in a
glass bottle (as the glass could crack) or in colored plastic bottles (unless they’re labeled
microwave safe).DO use clear plastic bottles—without bottle liners— when heating formula. As a
general guideline, heat a cold eight ounces on high for about 45 seconds. Leave the bottle
uncovered in the microwave to allow heat to escape.REMEMBER that microwaves can heat
liquids unevenly, so invert (don’t shake) a warmed bottle (with nipple replaced) about ten times
to distribute the heat. Then test a few drops of the heated liquid on the back of your hand to
check its temperature.Some parents introduce a bit of cereal at bedtime, on the
recommendation of a friend or relative, to help a baby sleep through the night. There’s no
conclusive evidence from academic circles that this works—but there’s no evidence that it
doesn’t work, either. We do know that an infant will not benefit nutritionally from cereal and that a
baby’s digestive tract is usually not ready for cereals or any solids until four to six months of age.
Introducing solids earlier than four to six months is believed to increase a child’s risk of
developing type 1 diabetes, allergies, and weight issues later in life.The introduction of solid
foods is a red-letter day. Your child may not be grateful or even cooperative at first, but don’t
worry. If you find yourself spooning food into a mouth that’s pushing it back out, then your baby is
still in the tongue-thrust reflex stage and isn’t ready for solid foods. Read this as a message from
your baby’s body, not as a rejection of your fine efforts. Wait a week and try again. Don’t be in a
hurry. (Think of the time and money you’ll save!)On the other hand, if your baby is grabbing food
off your plate, it’s time to start new foods and textures. (Actually, you’re probably a bit late.)How
to StartCheck with your baby’s doctor before introducing new foods. Introduce them to your baby
one at a time, at four-to-five-day intervals, so you can determine if they’re the source of any
allergic reaction. Offer new foods late in the morning or at midday, so you can monitor your
baby’s response during the afternoon and possibly avoid a sleepless night. A few spoonfuls at
first will usually suffice. The idea is to introduce your baby to new tastes and textures—not to fill
your baby up. Signs of food intolerance include vomiting, gassiness, diarrhea, watery eyes, skin
rash, or hives. Remember, three meals a day is an adult pattern for our culture, not a necessary
approach for babies.Here are two good bits of advice:• Follow your doctor’s preference. Babies
prosper under as many different schedules as there are doctors. You also have to live with your
doctor. (If you have definite opinions on the subject, interview several doctors before choosing
one.)• Follow your own instincts. Babies prosper under as many different schedules as there are



parents. (If, on the other hand, your baby is not prospering, return to the previous
paragraph.)Whether you give your baby solids before or after breast milk or formula depends on
your baby’s preference. Some babies need a little milk first to take the edge off their hunger so
they can relax enough to be spoon-fed. Start by feeding solid foods once or twice a day in the
morning or evening. Choose a time when your baby seems hungry or when you both need a
change of pace.Allergy AlertMany doctors recommend withholding nuts (also a choking hazard),
nut butters, egg white, citrus fruits, cow’s milk, berries, soy, tomatoes, corn, fish, and even some
wheat products until a child is past one year of age, as they may cause allergic reactions,
especially in food-sensitive families.Tools of the TradeSomething to Cook InClean pots and
appliances (stove-top or oven) are all you need for cooking your baby’s foods. A slow cooker,
pressure cooker, and microwave can also be helpful. No, don’t go out and buy them. Just use
them if you have them.Steaming fruits and vegetables is best because many nutrients are often
lost in cooking water. Inexpensive steamer baskets that collapse to fit most pans work well, but
make sure the pot you use has a tight-fitting lid to keep the steam in.Cooking fruits and
vegetables in a microwave is a form of steaming from the inside out and is an excellent way to
cook small quantities quickly while preserving nutrients. Use only microwave-safe containers
and covers. Stir foods well and test before serving, as foods can heat unevenly and create hot
spots.Something to Purée WithBy puréeing the unseasoned food you eat, you’ll accustom your
baby to the table foods he or she will eat soon. A fork can be used to mash food, but some of the
following might be more efficient:• A blender can quickly and easily purée almost any food into
the finest consistency. You’ll find that vegetables purée best in larger quantities, and meats in
smaller quantities. In general, you’ll be using the highest speeds to create a fine purée for your
younger baby. As your baby grows, you can proceed to slower speeds for a coarser consistency.
Blenders are reasonably priced and useful for making other child-oriented foods, such as
shakes and homemade peanut butter (for an older child). You can also use a blender to
reconstitute powdered milk or frozen orange juice concentrate quickly, or to purée vegetables
that can be hidden in meat loaf or spaghetti sauce.• A food processor can also be used to purée
foods for your baby. It’s difficult to purée small amounts in a full-size food processor, so be
prepared to do large quantities and freeze most of it. (For information on freezing baby food, see
page 12.) Small food processors are also available now.• A standard food mill can be purchased
in a large or small size. You place food in the basket, and as you turn the handle, the blade
presses food through holes in the bottom of the basket. The food mill strains most cooked foods
to a smooth consistency. Meat, however, will have a slightly coarser texture.• A baby food
grinder (a smaller version of the food mill, but with reverse action) simplifies puréeing small
amounts of fresh food for your baby. You put the food in the well and place the turning disc on
top. As you turn the handle and press down, the puréed food comes to the top and can be
served right from the grinder. The grinder’s small size makes it convenient to take along when
you travel or eat out. It will grind fruits, vegetables, and soft-cooked meats. The grinder also
conveniently sifts out the hulls of peas and corn.After your baby outgrows the need for puréed



food, you’ll find the grinder convenient for chopping nuts, grinding raisins and other dried fruits,
softening butter or margarine, making egg salad, mashing a banana, mashing a baked or boiled
potato, grating soft cheese, and probably many more uses.Baby food grinders are usually found
in the baby departments of retail baby stores and some discount stores—but not in kitchen
stores. What used to be known as the Happy Baby Food Grinder is now called the Kidco Baby
Food Mill. It costs under $20. (To find a retail store in your area, visit .) It’s also available by
catalog or online from One Step Ahead. (Call 800-274-8440 or visit .)Handling and Storing
FoodsProper handling is important when you make your own baby food because babies are
more vulnerable to food-borne illnesses.• Work with clean hands and clean utensils, including
clean grinders and cutting boards.• Scrub, peel, and seed fresh fruits and vegetables before
cooking.• Prepare a food immediately after removing it from the refrigerator, and freeze any
leftovers or volume foods immediately.• Serve, refrigerate, or freeze baby food immediately after
preparing it.Freezing OptionsWhen you make more food than your baby will eat at one meal, you
need a way to store it safely. Freezing your own baby food gives you the variety and convenience
of commercially prepared baby food. You’ll find it easy to cook in volume, and freezing large
batches means you can always keep an adequate supply on hand. You’ll never need to rush to
prepare food for a hungry baby. You can easily freeze meal-size portions for your baby using one
of two methods: food cubes or plops. As your baby’s appetite grows, you can add more cubes
per meal or make bigger plops.The Food Cube Method: Pour cooked, puréed food into molded
plastic (pop-out) ice cube trays. Freeze immediately. Pop out the frozen cubes and transfer them
to plastic freezer bags. Label and date. The food cubes can be stored for up to two months.The
Plop Method: Plop cooked, puréed, or finely ground foods by the spoonful onto a baking sheet.
The size of each plop depends on how much you think your baby will eat at one meal. Freeze
immediately. Transfer frozen plops to plastic bags. Label and date. Plops can be stored for up to
two months.Before a meal, take out the food you want to serve. Thaw it in the refrigerator or
warm it in a microwave or an egg-poacher cup over boiling water. Remember that cold food and
milk are acceptable to your baby, even if not to you. Your baby’s mouth is very sensitive, so foods
that seem warm to you may seem hot to your baby.A cube or plop travels well for short journeys.
By the time you’ve arrived, your baby’s meal is defrosted and ready to eat. Food can also be
frozen in empty, clean baby food jars. Be careful not to fill them completely, because food will
expand while freezing. Small, stackable plastic jars with lids can serve the same purpose. Or use
snack-size plastic storage bags to freeze mealsize portions. Store protein foods, cereals,
vegetables, and fruits in separate containers when freezing. Don’t refreeze thawed foods.Baby’s
CerealsCereals are typically the first foods given to babies because they’re fortified with iron.
You’ll find the commercial instant baby cereals both convenient and nutritious. Instant rice cereal
is commonly recommended since it’s rarely allergenic. You can also prepare cereals such as
Cream of Wheat, oatmeal, and Wheatena by running them through your blender before cooking.
It pays to make these cereals in quantity and freeze the balance. (See page 12.)Hints: When
preparing cereals for your baby, keep in mind that:• A nursing mother may add expressed breast



milk to cereals (or any foods) to make them more readily accepted, as the smell and taste are
familiar to the baby.• Any cereal can be sweetened with puréed fruits that have been introduced
safely.• A little plain yogurt (with active cultures) can be added to hot cereal. It gives a creamy
texture to grainy cereals.Honey AlertAvoid using honey and corn syrup in beverages and foods
for infants younger than one year. There’s concern that they may contain botulism spores that
infants can’t handle.Baby’s FruitsAll fresh fruits (except bananas, papayas, and avocados) must
be cooked until they’re soft before puréeing. Canned fruits packed in their own juice are cooked
in the canning process and are easy to purée and serve. If they come in sugary syrup, drain and
rinse the fruit before puréeing.BananasUse one medium-size, fully ripe (speckled-skin) banana.
The riper the banana, the more digestible it will be for your baby. Cut it in half and peel one half
to use. Cover the remaining half in the peel and store it in the refrigerator for up to two days.
Mash the half banana with a fork or put it through a baby food grinder. You can also peel ripe
bananas, wrap them tightly in meal-size portions, and freeze. When ready to use, thaw and use
immediately. (For an older baby who’s ready for chunkier foods, you can feed a banana right out
of the peel with a spoon, one small bite at a time.)Cooking FruitsApples, peaches, pears, plums,
apricots, and most other fruits can be prepared using one of the following methods:Boiling:
Wash fruit, peel, and cut into small pieces. Add 1 cup fruit to ¼ cup boiling water. Simmer until
tender (10–20 minutes). Don’t add sugar; babies prefer the natural sweetness of the fruit. Blend
or purée until smooth. Refrigerate what you’ll use that day and freeze the balance.Steaming:
Wash fruit, peel, and steam for 15–20 minutes. Cool. Remove core, seeds, or pits. Blend or
purée until smooth. Refrigerate what you’ll use that day and freeze the balance.Microwaving:
Wash one piece of fruit. Remove core or pit. Place in a small glass with 2–3 teaspoons of water.
Cover lightly. Microwave 1–2 minutes until fruit is tender. Cool and peel. Mash or purée until
smooth.The following fruit combinations are good for older babies who enjoy textures.Tropical
Treat½ very ripe avocado, mashed or puréed½ very ripe banana, mashed or puréed¼ cup
cottage cheese or yogurtCombine ingredients.Cottage-Cheese Fruit½ cup large-curd cottage
cheese½ cup fresh fruit, raw or cooked4–6 tablespoons orange juiceBlend quickly and serve
cool. You can use this recipe to incorporate one of your prepared fruits into a whole
meal.Monkey Mash½ mashed banana½ small mashed baked potato or yamMix well. If needed,
add breast milk, formula, or a little water.Homemade Fruit Gelatin1 envelope unflavored gelatin¼
cup warm water1 cup puréed fruitDissolve gelatin in water. Stir in fruit and chill.Baby’s
VegetablesFresh vegetables should be used whenever possible for best nutrition, flavor, and
economy. Frozen vegetables are your best substitute for fresh. Canned vegetables, while not as
nutritious, are still convenient and worthwhile, though they often have too much added salt.
They’re already cooked and need only be puréed. (Use the liquid from the can, if possible,
because many nutrients are contained in it.)Basic Vegetable RecipeCook beets, carrots, sweet
potatoes, peas, green beans, potatoes, and most other vegetables using one of the following
methods:Boiling: Peel and slice fresh vegetables for fast cooking, or use frozen ones. Cook in ½–
1 inch of water for 20 minutes or until tender. Purée or blend with some of the cooking



water.Steaming: Peel and slice fresh vegetables, or use frozen. Steam over boiling water until
tender. Purée or blend with some cooking water to get the right consistency.Microwaving: Peel,
clean, and slice fresh vegetables, or use frozen. In a microwave-safe dish (with a touch of water),
cook vegetables until tender. Potatoes need to be pierced several times first to allow interior
steam to escape. Single potatoes generally cook in 3–5 minutes. Purée or blend with cooking
water or add water if necessary.Baked Sweet Potato and Apples¾ cup cooked sweet potato1
cup applesauce or apples (peeled, cored, and sliced)¼ cup liquid (breast milk, formula, or
water)Preheat oven to 350°F. Mix sweet potatoes and apples in buttered baking dish. Pour liquid
over mixture. Cover and bake for 30 minutes. Purée or mash with a fork.Vegetable Soup¼ cup
cooked, puréed vegetables1 teaspoon butter, margarine, or vegetable oil1 tablespoon whole-
wheat or white flour, or instant baby cereal¼ cup liquid (water or broth)Combine vegetables and
oil in a saucepan and place on low heat. Mix cereal and liquid separately and gradually stir into
vegetables. Heat until warm.Baby’s Meats
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Jewlz, “A favorite! Tried & true.. I bought this book as part of a baby shower gift. I paired it with a
full set of the re-play feeding dishes/cups/spoons & snack containers. I could tell the recipient
was happy with everything. When she opened the book she started flipping through it and
looked up and me and smiled. She didn't get another gift like it. I have loved this book for 30
years. When I had my daughter, I was given a used copy. I used it non-stop. I used it when I
had my son 5 years later. I still use it to this day to make things for my granddaughter. There are
also some recipes in this book that I loved to make for myself, such as the granola. The book
has been around for a while, but they republish every so often to keep the content current (like
nutritional information, etc.).  It's a great book and I'll never give mine up.”

L. Mikol, “Great handy book for parents wanting to prepare homemade baby food.. Provides
good advice and guidance for making baby foods for various age groups. I have already made a
number of different foods and frozen them in meal size portions for my daughter and her twins. I
used this book when my 32 and 35 year olds were babies and the current edition is just as useful
and relevant today as it was then.”

T. Ambos, “A Family Tradition. I had this book back when my daughter was born (in 1976). I loved
it then, and just bought it for that same daughter to use with her new daughter (7 months old).
The granola recipe is to die for, I even went on a hunt for it at our local library, years ago,
because I remembered what an awesome recipe it was. This is a great book for new moms and
dads who want better options for feeding their little ones.”

lazebonez, “Great resource to start solids. I have the updated 1994 spiral bound edition. I ran
out to the bookstore in 2003 and bought it at the suggestion of my doctor. I was looking for
hands-on concrete advice on how to introduce solid foods to my 6 month old. I wanted to know
exactly what to feed him past cereal, how much, and when. This book gave me all of that and
more. There are still receipes I refer to for my kindergartner down to my toddler. While there are
some receipes that aren't that nutritious most are very healthy or have variations to make them
so. There are tips at every turn to help take you from no food to eating solid foods like a pro. a
friend recently used this book to make homemade baby food exclusivley for her son, no store
bought supplementation at all. Don't get me wrong, this book is also a wonderful resource for
toddlers and preschoolers as well.”

Sandra Ilgen, “YOU and your baby need this book!. I used this book over 35 years ago... mostly
out of necessity, never realizing the healthful bonus of making your own baby food.Very easy to
do, and you save tons of money by not buying ready made food. It is so easy, anyone can do it. I
made the food about once a week. You just cook your food and put it in your blender to the
desired consistancy. Then, pour it into ice cube trays and freeze. When you need the peas,



corn, green beans, or chicken "cubes", just pop them out and defrost in the mircrowave in
seconds! The book has a lot of good ideas and recipes. I buy this book every time I need a gift
for a new Mom.”

Bobbie R., “Excellent for New Moms!. I purchased the first addition of this book in 1979 and
used it through both my children's baby/toddler years. I've purchased it as gifts for new Mom's
over the years and love the new version which I just purchased for my niece who is having her
second child. Not only are there nutrition tips, recipes and practical information about health and
safety but there are crafts and playtime ideas as well. Many young mom's get starry eyed over
the grocery store offerings but given a few simple ideas and techniques they can learn how easy
it is to provide healthy and nutritious meals and snack from what they already have in the
kitchen.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great information. Used this book over 40 years ago with my sons....
now using it for my grandson!Perfect information.”

Ken, “Still Relevant. I used this book with my own babies, and now for my grand babies! Recipes
can be easily tweaked to keep in line with our latest health guidelines. Great ideas and the age
related food charts are wonderful for new mums.”

Jenny Gilker, “Memories. Just like I remember it over 40 years ago”

Bella English, “Good resource. An updated version of a 70’s book. Very well done and a great
resource for a new mom”

Elizabeth Davidson, “Recipe book for feeding toddlers. I bought this when I had toddlers who
were hard to feed and now my daughter has it too. Has lots of fun ideas besides the recipes.”

Hazel Hobbs, “It's a great book. I used this book for my children in the seventies and now, as a
grandmother, I gave my daughter this updated copy. Her baby is not old enough for solid foods
but she is looking forward to using it. When my children were small I really loved this book and it
was always on hand in my kitchen.  Hazel Hobbs”

Brenda Lloyd, “As good as I remember. Feeding my granddaughter”

The book by Vicki Lansky has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 225 people have provided feedback.
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